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Covering 1.35 million square kilometers , the Northwes t Territories  (NWT) is  a vas t landscape of Arctic tundra, boreal fores t and lakes . Image
credit: Only Natural Diamonds

 
By NORA HOWE

The Natural Diamond Council's Only Natural Diamonds is exploring various corners of the world with a new travel
series.

The "Destination Diamonds" series provides insight into travel destinations in diamond-producing regions around
the world, as the council hopes to encourage economic development through tourism in these communities. The
series currently has two installments, featuring Botswana and Canada.

"Natural diamonds are found in some of the most remote, yet incredibly beautiful places on earth," said Raluca
Anghel, head of external affairs and industry relations at the Natural Diamond Council, New York. "We wanted to
introduce consumers to the diversity of these regions, each with their own unique allure.

"The diamond industry is vital to the socioeconomic development of communities in these regions," Ms. Anghel
said. "By showcasing their appeal as tourist destinations, it further builds on the economic development of these
areas."

Destination Diamonds
Each installment serves as a travel guide for the featured country, suggesting certain locales, activities, sites to see
and top travel tips.

For instance, the most recent entry encourages customers to book a trip to Canada's Northwest Territories, where
they can kayak on the Great Slave Lake, go ice fishing at Blachford Lake Lodge and Wilderness Resort, dogsled
through Ivvavik National Park, see the Northern Lights and dive into the history and culture of the indigenous
community.

Only Natural Diamonds encourages consumers to travel to diamond-producing regions

The entry also provides affluent travelers with top travel tips for visiting the area, such as the best time to visit the
Northwest Territories.
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Only Natural Diamonds suggests the winter months are best for the northern lights, spring is best for ice fishing, dog-
sledding and skiing and summer months are ideal for water-based activities, hikes and wildlife watching.

The debut episode and written feature focused on the Southern African country of Botswana, referring to it as the
"ultimate African safari destination."

The diamond brand suggests travelers go on a safari or visit the Okavango Delta, Chobe National Park, the
Makgadikgadi Pans and Orapa Game Park.

Botswana is the world's largest producer of diamonds by value but harnesses its natural wealth for the good of its
citizens and environment.

"The diamond industry is a precious source of economic development, providing $16 billion in socioeconomic
and environmental benefits to the countries of origin each year," Ms. Anghel said. "Eighty percent of the value
created is retained locally, and funds key infrastructure development projects as well as schools, hospitals, provides
quality employment, protects vital areas for biodiversity and endangered species, as well as supports numerous
social programs.

"But diamonds are a finite natural resource," she said. "Local purchasing of goods and services, including money
spent on tourism, creates a broader multiplier effect,' helping to build businesses and grow local economies such
that communities will continue to thrive and be sustainable long after the closure of diamond recovery operations."

Responsible sourcing
With such an emphasis on community and origins, the "Destination Diamond" reminds consumers of a diamond's
journey. In recent years, consumer attitudes toward brand transparency and responsible sourcing have shifted
drastically, increasing the demand for disclosure.

Okavango Delta, an inland waterway that expands  and contracts  during the year, covering almos t 8000 square miles  at its  peak. Image credit:
Only Natural Diamonds

In October 2020, LVMH-owned jewelry T iffany & Co. became the first in its industry to disclose where each
diamond is crafted and set in, one year after becoming the first luxury jeweler to provide the provenance region or
countries of origin of its  individually registered diamonds (see story).

The brand also received a "strong" ranking in a report from Human Rights Watch, which assessed how jewelers'
existing certification schemes lack rigor and transparency, determining that more needs to be done to assure
consumers that the jewelry they buy is sourced responsibly (see story).

British jeweler De Beers announced a list of 12 sustainability goals it plans to achieve by the year 2030, as part of its
Building Forever framework, a sustainability approach embedded in the business's commercial strategy focused on
maximizing the positive impact of diamonds on their journey from discovery to retail.

By 2030, De Beers pledges to extend its best practice principles beyond its value chain to advance industry
standards, provide the origin and impact of every diamond it discovers and sells and deliver scalable solutions to
improve the livelihoods of artisanal miners.

In terms of partnering for thriving communities, the company plans to achieve priority UN sustainable development
goals, three health targets in all its  partner communities, establish skills partnerships and support four jobs across its
partner countries for every one job at its  operations (see story).

"As we highlight the diversity of cultures and regions where diamonds are recovered and as our consumers get the
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chance to actually see them first-hand, we are able to share a more accurate picture of the industry and what makes it
so unique," Natural Diamond Council's Ms. Anghel said.
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